
 
  

RESTORE YOUR DASH & INSTRUMENT PANEL
Story and photography by Colin Date

Note: This You Can Do It focuses on dash/instrument cluster
refurbishing. The work was done on a 1969 Buick, however the
techniques used here could apply to any ’60s-’70s GM product.

Not only has this dash bezel seen its share of normal wear and tear
over the past 45 years, it has also suffered through someone’s attempt
at installing air conditioning. Just check out that nasty heater control
area to the right of the steering column. Yes, that’s dried up contact
cement. Looks like somebody literally tried to glue an aftermarket A/C
control unit right over top of the factory heater control panel! Nice.
Behind that panel, we also discovered they cut the 3 cables that
operate the heater/vent controls. It was time to get to work.

The overall bezel area is just plain worn out looking. Faded silver
paint, yellowed areas from a lifetime of enduring cigarette smoke,
lettering that’s faded and chipped.
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First step was removing the dash pad from the car. Then we pulled
the entire instrument cluster with the black plastic bezel attached. The
bezel is easy to remove - just held on with screws. No heater cables
to worry about, they’d been clipped, remember?

The bezel gets stripped of any and all parts that are attached.
Headlight switch (and bezel), wiper and washer control switches,
lighter (and bezel), and of course, heater controls.

It’s time to remove the bulk of all those years of dust, grease, and
cigarette smoke residue. We gave our bezel a warm bath in a grease-
removing dish detergent.

Some areas of peeling paint were worked over gently with 000 grit
steel wool. Go easy here, avoid scratching!

In preparation for paint, we start the masking process. We used
3M’s Scotch Blue “Painter’s Tape for Multi Surfaces #2090”. Small

pieces were used to go around any corners or curves. The tape needs

to be burnished to adhere properly.

Here we’ve masked the entire area that won’t see any silver paint.
The area that will be painted has been thoroughly dried, light sanded,
and wiped with a lint-free rag.

After experimenting with various “silver” rattle can spray paints (on
scrap plastic, or course), we decided Rust-Oleum’s 7515 Aluminum
did the best job of matching GM’s factory finish.
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It took 4 light coats of paint to give a nice, even coverage of silver
to our bezel. Don’t let the name of the paint (Aluminum) fool you - it
dries to a factory-correct looking hue. We let it dry for 4 hours, then
carefully removed the masking tape.

We couldn’t wait to get into the detailing part! The raised lettering
“LIGHTS”, “WIPER”, “WASHER” and “LIGHTER” were treated to a
makeover using a black fine point Sharpie permanent marker. Go
easy, take your time. It applies very well.

Here we’ve masked off everything we don’t want a coat of black paint
on. Again, use the high quality Scotch Blue tape - it doesn’t peel or
curl. It’s very important to get a good mask, since black overspray on
our nice silver would not be good.

After waiting another 24 hours, we mask off the freshly painted
silver areas in preparation for black paint. Don’t burnish too hard
here (on fresh paint).

Left: This photo is before
we’ve masked everything for
black. Just couldn’t resist
showing you how nice the
freshly detailed raised black
lettering looks against the new
silver background.

Of course, we’ve covered
some of the very fine chrome
finish on the bezel, but hey, if
you want to spend hundreds
on having the part re-plated,
go ahead. We are on a budget,
and our car is a real nice daily
driver, not a show queen.
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The bezel surrounding our original AM Sonomatic radio was treated to
the makeover as well. Same aluminum paint (leaving the chromed edge
alone), and Sharpie marker treatment.

We went around the outer edge of the masking tape with a pen
tip (lightly) just to make sure we had a nice, tight mask.

The black we chose was Krylon’s “Fusion for Plastic”, in Satin Black.
It really does adhere well, and only took 2 coats to bring our bezel
back to factory fresh looking. Obviously, spray in a well-ventilated area
(not on the dining room table).

Here we go - now things are really starting to shape up nicely. Before paint,

we masked the factory-chromed edge (around the outer edge of the bezel)

since the chrome was still in nice shape.

We used a Sharpie Metallic Silver marker to highlight the raised lettering
and Buick emblem areas on the upper part of the bezel. Nerve wracking,
yes, but the key is to go easy...

We were fortunate, the instrument cluster lens was in pretty decent
shape. A little polish and it came up nice. The new heater control/panel
was snagged from a fellow hobbyist who’s big on ’68/’69 parts. 
The entire piece now looks factory-correct, ready to reinstall. 
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